
K.B.H.S.S.  Trust’s   Institute of Pharmacy, Malegaon 

Student Success stories: Higher studies 

    Name: Ahire Amit, M S (Program- M1 Development of Drugs and Health products) (Currently pursuing) 

    Education: B.Pharm  
    Batch: 2017-2021 
   Hi I am Ahire Amit pursuing M. S (Program- M1 Development of Drugs and Health products) in (University of Paris-Saclay, IDF,       
   Paris, France).  
   I completed my Pharmacy education from K.B.H. S.S Trust’s Institute of Pharmacy, Malegaon in Year 2021. 
 KBH College is not education institution but an important part of my life which has actually shaped not only my 

career but also my personality. 
 As a person, it has helped to grow and motivated me to face all the problems with grace and wisdom.  
 In a very short span of time it has actually reached a milestone, and is considered to one of the best pharmacy 

colleges in our region, which is only possible because of the excellent faculty and management.  
 KBH has actually nurtured me and under the guidance of our beloved principal Dr.V.A. Bairagi sir and the team of 

an excellent and dedicated faculty.  
 So thanks to all my dear teachers & my dear friend’s. 

                                                                                                                                                                                      Ahire Amit 
                                                                                                                                                           Batch: 2017-2021 

                                                                                                                                                                           ahireamit1000@gmail.com 

    Name: Bhavsar Ashwini, M. Tech. Medical Device, (Currently pursuing) 

    Education: B.Pharm  
    Batch: 2017-2021 
   Hi I am student from the 2017-2021 batch, Bhavsar Ashwini perusing   M.Tech In Medical Devices in NIPER Kolkata.  
 In the four-year course academic potential as well as co-curricular interests had been explored at all. 
 “I would like to tell all young aspirants that KBH provides valuable learning experience and a platform to gain 

most skills in field of pharmacy”. 
 Let me start by expressing my gratitude towards KBH college, attending College for the first time has been a trying 

but great experience to me. 
 I am so grateful to be a part of this college. The all teaching and other members of this institution are very 

cooperative.  
 They always motivated and encouraged me to face the risks and to learn new things.  
 I am very grateful to our college for providing guidelines and motivation to inspire me to achieve my goals. 

                                                                                                                                                                       Bhavsar Ashwini                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                   Batch: 2017-2021 

        aashwini.bhavsar@gmail.com 
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Name: Nevhare Shravan Sukdev M.S. (NIPER Hyderabad) 

Education: B.Pharm 

Batch: 2016-2020 

Hi I am Nevhare Shravan pursuing Masters in Pharmaceutical Analysis at NIPER Hyderabad.  
 I completed my Pharmacy education from K.B.H. S.S Trust’s Institute of Pharmacy, Malegaon in Year 2020. 

 I even scored a good AIR in GPAT also qualify NIPER exam and secure admission in NIPER Hyderabad.  
 KBH gave me my first identity. I would also like to thank KBH for giving me the best four years of my life. 
 With theoretical and practical knowledge imparted by our teachers, I had all the confidence to rise on to the 

next level in pharmacy.  
 I have seen the college develop into a powerful institution, once step at a time and it has in turn helped me 

grow into a stronger, more patient and hardworking individual. 
 I shall forever be grateful to the college for laying down a foundation for my career.  
 I am very proud to what my college has become today and am thankful to all the teachers who inspired and 

helped me pursue my dream. 
                                                                                                                                                              Nevhare Shravan Sukdev 

                                                                                                                                                                                    Batch: 2016-2020 
                                                                                                                                                                  nevhareshravan@gmail.com 

 

     Name: Ujjwal Sawant M.BA (Marketing) at ( ICFAI Business School, Mumbai ).  
Eucation: B.Pharm 

Batch: 2017-2021 

     Hi, I am a student from the 2017-21 batch, Ujjwal Vilas Sawant perusing   M.BA (Marketing) at ( ICFAI Business      
     School, Mumbai ).  

 It is my duty to express gratitude towards KBH College. I am very fortunate to our KBH College for providing 
the right path and motivation to achieve my goals.  

 The all teaching and other members of this institution are very cooperative.  
 I am confident in saying that the foundation of my career begun at our KBH college. The continuous 

encouragement and opportunities provided helped me and many of us learn leadership skills, troubleshooting 
ability, Think Big and never fear to fail attitude.  

 Over the course of study, I have come across many of our college alumni doing great and most importantly feel 
proud about the institution. I seriously hope that this Alumni network grows bigger and stronger in the future.  

 They always motivated and encouraged me to face the risks and to learn new things.  
                                                                                                                                                                 Ujjwal  Sawant                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                Batch: 2017-2021 
                                                                                                                                                         ujjwal.vilasraosawant21@ibsindia.org 
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 Name: Vishal Chaudhari, M.S.(Pharm.) (NIPER), Guwahati, Asam 

        Education: B.Pharm 

        Batch: 2016-2020 

Hi I am Vishal Chaudhari pursuing M.S.(Pharm.) in National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research (NIPER), 
Guwahati, Asam 
 I completed my Pharmacy education from K.B.H. S.S Trust’s Institute of Pharmacy, Malegaon in Year 2020. 
 I even scored a good AIR in GPAT also qualify NIPER exam and secure admission in NIPER Guwahati.  
 With great infrastructure, facility and constant support provided by the Management, Principal Dr. Vinod A Bairagi  

                          sir and all the Professor, KBH college develops not only itself but also its student. 
 In a very less time, KBH has earned a very big reputation.  
 All thanks to the faculty. 
 Their hard work and genuine efforts made this happen.  
 Each and every single faculty member is so helpful and kind towards all the students of KBH.  
 They encourage all the students in every field, whether it is studies or any other extra curriculum activity. 
 As they say, there is no substitute for hard work, yes they say it right. 

   
                                                                                                                                                                 Vishal Chaudhari                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                                                Batch: 2016-2020 

                                                                                                                                                                              vishalchaudharib@gmail.com 
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